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Local man arrested on campus
Dansy George
Chief Staff Writer
Wooster police took a homeless
man into custody last week for
repeatedly trespassing on College
property. The arrest was made
Friday night at approximately
9:30 p.m. in Kenarden Hall after
campus security and local police
reacted to student reports indicat-
ing that a man had been sleeping
in various residence halls and uti-
lizing dorm facilities.
According to Director of
Security Joe Kirk, the vagrant, a
19-year--
old Wooster resident, had
been accessing residence halls dur-
ing the last two weeks by following
students into buildings and entering
through propped-ope- n doors.
"We got calls from three wit-
nesses in Luce on Thursday say-
ing that the man had been entering
Scots to devote day
Sarah Core
News Editor
On Saturday, Oct. 5, over 700
Wooster students, alumni, parents
and friends will be participating in
the College of Wboster's second
annual Scots in Service Day. This
year, Wooster representatives
from 14 different regions across
the nation will work together on
organized, one-da- y service proj-
ects. Locally, over 300 students,
alumni and friends are expected to
meet and work on beautifying city
parks in the Wooster area.
Scots in Service Day is a
national day of community serv
the building through propped
'doors and was sleeping behind
, couches, using the microwaves
'and keeping food in the common
room fridge," said Kirk.
"Later the next night, we were
alerted during Party on the Green
that the individual had moved
over to the Kenarden computer
lab," Kirk said.
After matching the man with var-
ious eye-witne- ss accounts, campus .
security alerted local police who
made the subsequent arrest,
i And while it was later deter-
mined that there were several out-
standing warrants pending for the
man's arrest, there is no indication
that the man posed any threat to
students. Kirk said.
According to Director of
Residential Life and Housing Dave
Brown, the College was "very for-
tunate that this was a person who
ice, promoting the College's his-
tory and identity, as well as pro-
viding a time for Wooster alumni,
current students and friends to
work together to help their local
communities. Sandra Eyre, the
new director of Alumni Relations
& The Wooster Fund at the
College, said that Scots in Service
Day is a "wonderful way for stu-
dents to meet ... and connect with
local alumni."
.
Last year was the first time the
Scots in Service Day program was
implemented, and "it was such a
success they are doing it again,"
said Laura Newberry '03, senior
office assistant at the alumni office
apparently intended no harm to
members of the community."
"At the same time, given this
incident, and other more concern-
ing events in our community from
recent weeks, students and the rest
of us should see this as an illustra-
tion of the reason why we need to
make smart decisions about the
safety of those who live on cam-
pus," Brown said.
Brown is currently working
closely with Kirk to review facili-
ty issues and contemplate neces-
sary upgrades. The two strongly
encourage members of the cam-
pus community to adhere to basic
safety standards: locking rooms,
not propping doors and alerting
the proper authorities in the wake
of a suspicious event.
"We don't want students to
ignore the things they see make
See "Homeless Man " pg. 2.
to service
and housing coordinator for alum-
ni weekend. "The alumni loved it.
Everybody came together this
year and wanted to make it really
work and a fun project," she said.
This year's Scots in Service
National Co-Cha- irs are Kim Krebs
Easton '92 and Mary Neagoy '83.
According to the Scots in
Service Day mission statement,
"awareness of and concern for
one's community" is one of the
hallmarks of a Wooster education.
Not only are Wooster alumni
active leaders and members in
their communities through volun--
See "Scots in Service " pg. 3.
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Balloons were released into the sky near McGaw Chapel last Saturday
morning in honor of slain Wayne County teenager Krivten Jackson.
Over 1,000 members of the Wooster community inc lit !.ng 100 mem-
bers of the Jackson family, and the entire 40-tnemh- er Nonliwestern
High School inarching band gathered at McGaw to hear prayers
and testimonials from those who knew Jackson best. A Kristcn Jackson
Memorial Park is planned, which will include a Walkway of Life. Joel
Yockey, a recently released sex offender, who served 15 years in prison
for the rape of another local teenager, is expected to be brought before
a Wayne County grand jury to face
4 r
cliarges in the coming weeks.
Full-siz- e mock up dorm Is U.S. News and World Kickin' it with the Check out the upcoming Football improves with
room presently under Report just a sham? Highland dancers. Family Weekend events. win against Bethany,
construction.
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The mock dorm room, shown above, is presently being built in the
Service Center. The College plans to exhibit the full-siz- e model to the
trustees at their upcoming October meeting. '
Homeless man found in dorm
continued from page 1 .
the call to Security, your RA, our
staff fall back on the old tru-
ism, 'it's better safe than sorry,'"
Brown said.
"In this situation, some very
concerned and astute residents
brought their concerns about the
stranger to the attention of campus
Safety and Security staff. The
eyes and ears of our community
are working," said Brown.
Although no campus alerts have
been posted by Security, the office
is currently drafting an "educa-
tional bulletin" that it will distrib-
ute to students and staff.
"In the meantime, it is impera-
tive for floor communities, suites
and house groups to discuss the
implications of the event, as well
as issues of personal and resi-
dence hall and house safety at
weekly meetings," said Brown.
"This incident illustrates clearly
the need for all members of our
Photo by Sarah Core
community to do what we can to
insure a safe environment for
everyone ... the man in question
will not be returning to campus
but why wait for another inci-
dent to happen to take action?"
Brown said.
Becki Dieleman
Staff writer
The college plans to break
ground next spring on Bornheutter
Residence Hall. Presently, the
architects and the College are
designing a fullrscale mock-u-p of
a room in Bornheutter Hall, com-
plete with furniture and high-tec- h
wiring.
"The architects wanted the
design of the building to focus on
the life inside," said David
Brown, director of Residential
Life and Housing. The plans for
Bornheutter take the interests of
students into consideration.
Characteristics intended for
Bornheutter include spacious dou-
ble occupant rooms, a ground
level multi-purpo- se room, study
lounges, an outdoor patio and built
--in window seating as well as
entirely movable furniture similar
to the furniture in the newly
remodeled Bissman. Brown hopes
such design plans will "cater more
to the students' needs."
Dean of Students Kurt Holmes
is pleased with the mock room,
and said that it has already saved
the College $50,000 to $75,000,
by pointing out architectural errors
such as dead space in closets,
which can then be fixed in what is
known as a "change order."
Holmes said that the dorm room is
costing the College "a ballpark
figure of a couple $1,000."
Some of the new amenities that
the College is featuring in the
mock room, beyond window
Aaron Applebaum's '04 name was misspelled in last week's SGA
extended caption. Also, Courtney Kellner took the photograph. An
editor erred.
Jeremy Hohertz, assistant photo editor, had his name misspelled last
week in a photo credit. An editor erred.
Staff writer Erik Shilling's name was misspelled last week in the
Sports section. An editor erred.
Two weeks ago, an editorial incorrectly identified Lt. Commander
Dennis Morris Jr. A guest writer erred, .
As journalism is a human process, there, Is a constant potential for
mistakes. Errors can be made at any step of the way: in newsgather-ing- ,
editing or printing. Tlie Voice staff strives to avoid such mistakes,
but wlien an error does occur, it is our policy to admit it and promptly
correct it. This space existsfor tliat purpose. Call the Voice office at
330.287.3000, ext. 259S, or email us at voicewooster.edu.
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seats, include larger closets and
door frames for students who
might want to put their bureaus
inside of them. The "faux" dorm
room is double-wire- d for the
Internet, something that is needed
as students are bringing more
technology with them when they
enter college. Also, each room
will have their own curcuit pro-
gram, which eliminates the prob-
lem of blown hall fuses.
The model will be finished in
early October, in time for the
trustee meeting. Residential Life
and Housing plans on taking groups
of students to see the model, at its
site at the campus Physical Plant
Service Center. The Bornheutter
Hall building team is hoping to get
feedback on things such as outlet
placement, lighting and other fea-
tures important to students.
Brown plans to take a broad
range of groups to see the model
such as the First-Ye- ar Program
Council and the Inter Greek
Council, as well as any other
interested students.
"There are so many individual-
ized pockets of communities here
at Wooster, and we are trying to
get feedback from a large range of
students," he said.
Plans for Bornheutter stemmed
from student feedback claiming
rooms were getting too tight, so
Brown thinks a mock room will
4 l
allow plans to continue to evolve
with student opinion and interest.
According to Brown, adding
another residence hall doesn't
have to do with intent to increase
the student body, nor is there a
housing shortage for the current
students. "The purpose is to lower
the density of the more crowded
halls," he said.
Residence halls such as Bissman,
Stevenson and Armington have
smaller rooms, which do not easily
accommodate two students and
their many belongings. Brown said
that the plan is to turn these halls
into single occupant rooms to make
them less cramped.
Brown wanted to stress howev-
er, that turning Bissman into sin-
gle rooms has nothing to do with
"shrinking Greek life." Instead, he
hopes it will "take Greek life
beyond the two-thir- ds of Bissman
the clubs and sections they cur-
rently occupy."
Currently Bornheutter is not
slated for any specific special
program, although some rooms
may be blocked off for options
such as chemical-fre- e living.
The residence building will be
located on the corner of Beall and
Wayne Ave., replacing the tennis
courts and Hesson house. The
hall will be open for 180 students
in the fall of 2004.
additional reporting by Sarah Core. -
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Faculty at
Justin L. Hart
Assistant news editor
The first of this year's Faculty
at Large lectures, "At Home on
the Range: The Freedom of
Amish Women" was given on
Tuesday by Charles Hurst, pro-
fessor of Sociology. The presen-
tation took place at Gault Recital
Hall in Scheide Music Center
from 11 to 11:50 a.m. It dealt
with a series of interviews Hurst
had done with Amish women to
ascertain their role and level of
equality in Amish society.
Hurst stressed during the lecture
that Amish ideas about gender roles
do not conform to gender stereo-
types among non-Amis- h, whom
the Amish call "English." While
English society has traditionally
tended to view the male's role as
dominant and the female's as sub-
missive, in Amish society both men
and women are expected to submit
jointly to the will of God and the
needs of the community. He
emphasized the need for the sort of
study he conducted, because very
rew previous studies of Amish
vomen have provided the points of
iew bf the women themselves.
Hurst conducted interviews
with 30 Amish women in which
le asked them a series of ques-io- ns
focusing on their percep-ion- s
of the status of women in the
Scots in Service Day expected
ontinued from page 1.
eerism, but the college campus is
i strong supporter of service
ictivities through their many vol-mte- er
programs. Some of these
nclude the Wooster Volunteer
Network and Circle K, as well as
Residential Life and Housing's
olunteer program houses.
The alumni office feels that by
ughlighting these efforts, not only
ocally but nationally as well, is a
jreat opportunity to give back to
he community and provide a time
)f "service and fellowship."
On Scots in Service Day, the
iVooster volunteers will partici-
pate in a Wooster City Parks
Jeautification project, painting,
taining and mulching, as well as
rleaning up and repairing trails
" hd footbridges in thb area!
2.
Large series discusses Amish gender roles
Amish community. These ques-
tions were grouped into several
sets. The women were asked their
opinions of the role of men and
women in the home and the ideal
characteristics for men and
women. They answered questions
regarding their conception of the
ideal relationship between wives
and husbands, and how their own
relationships to their husbands
compared to the "ideal."
The Amish women additionally
discussed the relative power,
respect and influence of men and
women in Amish society, and
gave their own definitions of
terms like "freedom," "equality,"
"choice," and "submission." Also,
the women told what they thought
about English women and how
they compared themselves to their
English counterparts.
Hurst questioned the women on
their perceived role by asking
them to respond to the statement,
"The man is the head of the
household." The women tended to
respond that to call the man the
"head" did not mean that he was a
"boss." Instead, they tended to
feel that the above statement
meant that although they should
"look up to" their husband, he was
"not a dictator," but rather a part-
ner with the woman in making
decisions. Husband and wife both
were to share opinions and not
Their day starts early, meeting at
8 a.m. at the Gault Family
Learning Center for a kick-o- ff and
team assignments. At the end of
the day participants are treated to a
picnic lunch on the Lowry patio.
Each participant also gets a free t-s- hirt
that they wear while they par-
ticipate in their service project.
Tricia Davis, secretary for
alumni relations, is coordinating
the event in Wooster this year,
along with alumnus Jeff Steiner
'74. "She does a wonderful job,"
said Newberry.
In Wooster alone, over 200
students signed up to volunteer.
Eyre said she feels that getting
Wooster students and alumni
together and doing something
positive for the community can
reap rich rewards.
V "Whrt Viaws.Vbaf .vod.fcdri .get
decide on matters without con-
sulting each other
The women interviewed tended
Photo Courtesy of OPI
Professor Charles Hurst began
the 2002 Faculty at Large lecture
series discussing interviews he
conducted with Amish women.
to feel that the ideal mother is
"attentive to the needs of others"
while caring for her family. The
ideal father tended to be helpful to
his wife and "tender-hearted- ," not
necessarily the opposite of the
caring wife. The ideal relationship
between wife and husband, the
women said, would have mutual
care and support; neither spouse
to be success
out of it?" said Eyre. "One
minute you're laying mulch
down with an alumnus, and then
you find out they had the same
major as you. All of the sudden
you have a contact and a job
opportunity when you get out of
college, or maybe even a friend
at football games."
Last year, more than 450
C.O.W. alumni spread out over
three generations volunteered all
over the nation during Scots in
Service Day, with 175 people rep-
resenting Wooster in our area.
Newberry said that this year, those
numbers have "doubled," which
the alumni office feels is another
example of how successful this
event is becoming.
"Even my parents came out to
Denver, Colorado to participate
last year," said Newberry.
should ever embarrass or show
disrespect to the other in public.
"Sharing is an important char-
acteristic" in the Amish marriage
ideal, said Hurst. He added that he
found this ideal was "more quiet
and sober" than the ideal romance
of modem English society. All the
women interviewed categorized
their own marriages as relatively
close to their "ideal."
The women in general charac-
terized the roles of men and
women in Amish society as equal-
ly important, and said that men
and women were usually able to
earn a similar level of respect in
the community.
When asked to interpret the
term "freedom," the women tend-
ed to talk about freedom from bur-
dens more than freedom to do cer-
tain things. Freedom of religion
was often cited, as was freedom
from hatred and the freedom to
live peacefully and securely.
"Freedom" and "choice" were
both best, the women tended to
say, "within limits" of one's ethi-
cal duties. One woman claimed
1 O
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: i work had previously
i r t.ingon a three-megab- it
t.' .. "n, but has now been
u;''Tj-!- J to twelve-megabit- s,
mukuig Internet access four
tiiiics as fast. The system is cur-
rently using 10 of the 12
megabits, which is a vast
impiovement from the former
system. This connection is
capable of moving about 45
million bits per second, while
the average cable connection is
only able to move about 40
thousand bits per second.
In the past, the College's
Internet connection was quicker
in the morning than at other
she felt it was easier to have fewer
choices than most English people.
The women were adamant in
insisting that "submission" did
'not mean that one was "a door-
mat;" rather, it is easy to be sub-
missive "as a way of showing
honor" if the person to whom one
submits treats one with respect.
When Hurst asked the women to
interpret the word "equality," he
was often met with quizzical
looks. Equality to the women usu-
ally meant equality of people's
souls under God.
The women generally charac-
terized the roles of men and
women in Amish society as
equally important, and said that
men and women were usually
able to earn a similar level of
respect in the community.
When asked about English
women, most of the Amish
women thought they lived more
fulfilling lives than English
women, although English women
had a wider array of choices that
the Amish women in the inter-
views did not want to have.
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will still be no 1.. of inter-
net content."
This new conucaion allows
students and f.ieul'y to do more
with the Internet at a faster pace
and at greater convenience. In
the future, this connection will
allow for the possibilities of
video conferencing with other
colleges and universities and
would also enable professors to
teach classes remotely.
Though the T--3 is one of the
most reliable and fastest con-
nections available, few organi-
zations or businesses choose to
invest in this sort of connection.
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Editors: Cookie Compitello & Andrew Waldman
Welcome
Last week, "U.S. News and
World Report" released their annual
rankings of "America's Best
Colleges." Wooster, of course,
remains firmly grounded in the sec-
ond tier, a well-respect- ed but not
highly honored rank. In recent
years, the rankings have drawn
fierce criticism that they try to
assign a scientific value to some-
thing as subjective as the higher
education system.
"The New York Times," "USA
Today," The Boston Globe" and a
host of other publications have all
denounced -- the rankings. Last
September, a former director of data
research for "U.S. News & World
Report," delivered a scathing attack
on the methodology in the
"Washington Monthly." The author;
Amy Graham, is now my current
hero-of-th- e-
week: "U.S. collegesNews original-
ly set out to cre-
ate
by "ranking"
a seemingly all the
scientific rank-
ings system that it in years
like Wooster get so excited
on this stupid chart, then
complaining they've done about
past is moot.
would place
well-kno- wn universities particu-
larly Harvard, Yale and Princeton
on top. Those are the most common
places where magazine editors
earned their degrees, and the public
expects to see them on top."
The rankings are taken pretty seri-
ously by colleges around the coun-
try, because no matter how unfair
they are the fact is that they're
one of the most widely-rea- d guide-
books available to high school jun-
iors and seniors. Officials at the
University of Vermont this year
spent $40,000 to mail out promo-
tional materials to the nearly 800
administrative officials who vote on
the academic reputation of a partic-
ular college; according to Graham,
Hobart and William Smith College
fired a senior vice president last year
after she neglected to submit new
data to the magazine and the
school's ranking dropped.
Until last year, Wooster counted
itself among the scores of critics of
those rankings. Last year, former
College Relations Director Jeff
Hanna said that the big problem
with the rankings is that "they
measure what a college'has,' not .
what a college does. There is no
to the party, Wooster
Erin McCann
way to measure how much a stu-
dent gains from four years at the I
institution." Then, all of a sudden,
the magazine created a few new cat-
egories this year, tucked away near
the comers of the "other" ones
you know, the one's we don't like.
We're now ranked 18th in the
nation for "Undergraduate research
and creative projects," and 28th for
"First-ye- ar experiences," though
the magazine only prints the first 20
or so. (Just in case you missed it, a
link to the congratulatory press
release was placed on the College's
Web site about two days after the
issue came out.)
The coup de grace, though, is that
our very own LS. program ranked
second in the nation for "Senior
Capstone Courses." It's great, isn't
it? We're suddenly being rewarded
for LS. so all the seniors current-
ly losing both hair and sleep to the
I.S. process can rest happily (when
they can...) knowing that in the
entire country, only Princeton
yes, that Princeton has a more
respected program. The ironic part is
that there are two versions of this
magazine: One is the regular U.S.
News and World Report that is
received by subscribers and could
be bought for four bucks on any
newsstand last week. The other is
the more expensive guidebook,
which stays on newsstands for
another eight months. Our new cate-
gory didn't make the cut for the first
version, showing up in print only
in the second. Yeah, "U.S. News"
has really made a strong commit-
ment to a more balanced represen-
tation of colleges.
The other component to the
rankings is the "Premium online
edition" which basically lists more
extensively the same rankings that
appear in the guidebook. I didn't
feel like shelling out another $10
on top of the $14 I'd spent on the
first two books' but I'm - assuming '
that's the only place you'll find
Wooster listed among the "Lowest
debt loads for graduating seniors,"
and "Highest proportions of classes
under 20." The press release gloats
about them, but I sure as hell couldn't
find 'em. My personal favorite is our
inclusion in the "Great Schools at
Great Prices," category, in which we
are also named not "ranked," but
"named" - because that $30,000 a
year sure does sound affordable
when compared to the national aver-
age of $23,000. Heck, according to
this week's "U.S. News," only six
percent of undergraduate students in
the U.S. actually pay more than
$24,000 a year for tuition. Boy aren't
we affordable.
If colleges like Wooster get so
excited by "ranking," on this stupid
chart, then all the complaining
they've done about it in
years past is moot It s
like the little girl who
goes through elemen-
tary school being
scorned by the "cool"
kids. Then, when all of a
sudden she's invited to
the slumber party, she's so excited
that she forgets how much she hated
them for not playing with her sooner.
As a group, the girls are still mean
and nasty, but maybe one of them
decides to be nice. Our loner friend
soon forgets everything that made her
different from them in the first place,
just as Wooster has jumped onto the
"U.S. News" bandwagon.
Is Wooster suddenly a better
school now that we're ranked?
Personally, Til be glad to be getting
out of here at the end of the year,
because I don't think I could take
another four years of staff "restruc-
turing," parking tickets, arena-registrati- on,
crappy housing and faculty
and administrators on power trips.
I.S. is nothing compared to actually
living at Wooster, and "U.S. News"
can't even begin to come close to
ranking that
m McCann is co-Editor-in-C- hief
for the Voice. She trans-
ferred here two years ago from a
college whose only mention in the
rankings was for "best buy. "
She'll still be broke when she
leaves Wobsten
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Recent incidents raise
more safety concerns
Residential Life
and Housing has a
rule that states that
i
an off campus person staying in a
campus living facility is a "co-
habitant" if they have been staying
overnight for three consecutive
nights. This is a good rule, since it
is a common ocurrance to have
friends of students staying on cam-
pus during weekends as visitors.
But, on occasion, there are some
that stay on campus for extended
periods of time; the student host-
ing this person is usually repri-
manded for letting someone stay
too long.
Recently, however, a homeless
man was discovered frequenting
Kenarden Lodge and Luce Hall
using both the shower and kitchen
facilities, and sleeping on lounge
furniture throughout the building.
Only after several days of being
ignored was he finally removed
and arrested for the incident The
man, a 19 year old Wooster resi-
dent, had been keeping food in
Luce and seemed to be living in
.Kenarden. He was initially iden-
tified on Thursday Sept. 19, and
finally was removed on Saturday,
Sept. 21. Initially, only
Residential Directors were noti-
fied about the man's presence and
they passed the information onto
Resident Assistants and residents.
Resident Assistants finally got
email notification on Monday.
First of all, it appears to me that
this issue is campus wide
Brown suspected the man had
been in those two aforementioned
dorms but his access was not nec-
essarily limited to those two build-
ings. Notifying the campus in full
would not have just been common
courtesy, but common sense: in
instances like this, security can be
improved automatically just by
letting the campus know they need
to lock their doors because intrud-
ers had been sighted.
Just last week, Laura Clarke
wrote in this publication that her
room had been broken into.
Should campus authorities not
have notified the rest of. us after,
this incident
ANDREW WALDMAN occurred? Last
week, in addi
tion, Weber house was entered by
an intruder; only after my RA
notified me On Wednesday did I
know that I needed to make sure I
locked my door at all times, even
when in the house.
These sort of incidents are just
the surface of a larger mystery that
is the logistical system at the
College. But these problems are so
easily correctable and avoidable.
Brown says in his letter to the
Kenarden and Luce residents that
"this incident illustrates clearly the
need for all members of our com-
munity to do what we can to insure
a safe environment for everyone.
Too many doors are propped ...
and too many of us allow others to
follow us into residence halls."
Brown is correct in this state-
ment as well. Students need to
take stock of what is going on
around them. Of course, Security
should notify us as they become
aware of dangerous situations, but
students need to exercise some
critical thinking skills. If they see
a suspicious person chilling out in
the dorm every evening, but never
really going to a room, they need
to notify us before a student is
accosted or injured.
Brown also mentions that stu-
dents should attend their hall
meetings. I don't believe that this
is a really important issue; hall
meetings rarely hold any weight
in a student's mind throughout
the week. The real focus for stu-
dents in this case should be doing
everything right the first time.
Vagrancy on campus can become
a regular occurrence, as seems to
have happened in the past weeks.
Prevent it before it happens
don't prop open doors and don't
let people into building that you
don't know. In addition Housing
needs to let us know what is
going on.
Andrew Waldman '05 is co-Viewpo- ints
editojr ofthe YpiCS- - .
m a - iI f
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Sandifer strikes with vengance
To the editors.
The poverty rate among African-America- ns and
Hispanics is more than double the national average.
Hispanic and African-Americ- an families can earn
75 percent of what mmmmm
whites earn.
Nationwide, the rate
of incarceration
among African-America- ns
is six
times that of whites,
and the rate among
...were we to address the real
and destructive facts of racial
inequality, many of the changes
they wish to see would come
to pass...
Hispanics is over
twice that of whites. African-America- ns account
for 5.4 percent of the Doctoral degrees awarded in
the country, and yet make up approximately 12.3
percent of the population. Hispanics make up 3.2
percent of the Doctoral degrees, and 12.5 percent of
the population. The figures for Bachelor's degrees
are marginally more comforting, with African- -
5
Americans making up 8.3 percent of degrees
given, and Hispanics making up 5.5 percent.
I somehow doubt that changing the hiring
practices at a small liberal arts college will sub-hhm- mb
stantially alleviate
any of these prob-
lems. Furthermore,
it is already the case
that the number of
minorities qualified to
teach at the College of
Wooster, who are not
already hired at a college
is negligible. Perhaps, were we to address the real
and destructive facts of racial inequality, howev-
er, many of the changes that Novicki, Moore and
Bailey rightly wish to see in society would come
to pass on their own.
Phil Sandifer '03
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From lilts to kilts: kickin' it with the Highland dancers
Euzabeth Yuko
Features Editor
Some schools have big furry
mascots that do funny dances dur-
ing halftime. Wooster is not one of
those schools. Taking a much
more cultural approach to sport-
ing events as well as entertain-
ment, Wooster's own Highland
Dancers tell stories through
motion each time they perform.
Starting with the pipe band in
the 1960s, the Highland Dancers
have been entertaining Wooster
crowds at all band functions.
Aside from performances with the
band, the dancers also perform at
special functions such as wed-
dings, competitions, dinners and
also at the Family Weekend
Serenade next to President Hales'
home after the football game. This
year there are 1 1 dancers in the
fall and there will be six in the
spring. The Head Dancers are
Hannalori Bates '03 and Kathy
B re mar '03.
Included in their repertoire is
approximately 20 dances. Any
dance can be performed at any
occasion. "There is a history
behind most of the dances. One
was danced to recruit soldiers to
go to battle, another before battle
for good luck, another before
church and one other to show con-
tempt towards the English law
that banned kilts," said Bates.
The dancers perform in four
different outfits. The first outfit
a kilt, knee-leng- th wool socks, a
velvet vest or jacket and a white
blouse is worn for traditional
Highland dances. "These dances
are characterized by crisp, distinct
movements," said Bates. The sec-
ond outfit a cotton or light
wool skirt with a vest and plaid to
go across the shoulders is worn
for national dances, which do not
have as many sharp movements.
"Male dancers wear their kilts
when female dancers wear this
outfit,!' said Bates. The third outfit
a sailor's outfit is worn for
a dance that is a tribute to
England. "The dance depicts
sailors on a ship doing their daily
routine of climbing rope, winding
up the rope, looking out to sea and
saluting," Bates said. The last out
fit requires special shoes that click
when one dances. It' is worn for
the dance that is a tribute to Ireland.
"It is a fun, quick dance. Some
would say the dancer is supposed to
be a woman who got angry at her
husband for coming home drunk
and very late," said Bates. Men
can also participate in this partic-
ular dance. In the dance, they
carry a little cane-shap- ed tool that
'l - o
V
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Photo by Pamela Miller
Highland Dancers Kiley Weaver '04 and Kathy Bremar '03 per-
form with the band on Sept. 21 Wooster's first football game
of the season.
is swung around when they dance..
"I am sure there is a story for them
as well, but I am not aware of it . . .
it is quite impressive and enter-
taining," Bates said.
Most of the dancers attend com-
petitions in various locations
throughout Canada and the
United States. "There is a lot of
skill that goes into Highland
dancing. At competitions and
dance exams (given by a
national board), judges look for
precision, elevation, rhythm and
fluidity of the movements. It
takes a lot of stamina to do
Highland dancing well.
Dancing requires the full body,"
said Bates.
While many dancers come to
Wooster with prior experience,
there is also a way to become a
dancer without ever having done
'Highland dancing before. Some
of the dancers instruct Highland
dance lesson workshops, which
will take place this spring.
Following the lessons will be try-ou- ts
for anyone interested in danc- -
. j
ing with the group. The lessons
will be advertised around campus
before they start this spring. There
will also be a Scottish Arts concert
in the spring. Several of the
dancers have participated in
community festivals, school
programs, weddings and other
occasions and are available to
dance at other such future func-
tions. "Wherever there is a
piper, there is room for a
dancer." said Bates.
Jes Johnson '03
Major: Sociology
Dancing for three years.
"I love trying to explain to peo
ple who don't go to Wooster that
I'm not a cheerleader and I'm
not on the dance team but I
dance during football games and
I wear kilts, puffy plaid skirts
and sailor outfits. And nothing
beats having uniforms that can
double as a Halloween costume."
Erin Rebecca Young '03
Major: Sociology
Dancing for two years.
"My favorite aspect of Highland
dancing is the variety of uniforms
we wear depending on the type of
dance we are performing."
Kiley Weaver '04
Major: Psychology
Dancing for six years.
"I don't know of another school
that has Highland dancers so I
guess that is what makes us
unique. Our kilts are black, yel-
low (gold) and red which are
pretty sharp colors and I know
we look good when we are out
there on the field. We all have our
own style of dance, but we dance
well together. We have a lot of fun
and learn from each other."
Cori Philips '03
Major Archaeology Biology minor
Dancing for three years.
'There's just something about
standing on the field in the early .
morning with the fog rising
around you and an autumn
.
breeze toying with your kilt. And
then
(
the pipers begin to play
some soulful air and you simply
feel it coursing throughout the
core of your being ... yeah.
That's what it's all about."
Kathy Bremar '03
Major: Geology
Dancing for 14 years.
"I love how Wooster gave me
the opportunity to continue
Highland dancing in college.
Dance here is much different
from competing it's refresh-
ing to dance in a relaxed per-
formance atmosphere."
Kristina Brady '03
Major. Geology
Dancing for a year and a half.
"My goal in any performance is
just not to fall over."
Hannalori Bates '03
Major: International Relations
Dancing for 15 years, but
doing Highland for 7.
"Highland dancing is an unique
type of national dance. It helps
me to carry on family tradition as
well as get a fun, great workout."
Christine McEvoy '05
Major: Chemistry
Dancing since she was five.
"Scottish Dancers are unique
because each outfit, each dance,
each step, each movement, is
done for a reason. It all tells a
story and has great historic sig-
nificance. Keeping that alive is
a special gift."
Sarah Nicholson '05
Major: Communication Science
and Disorders
Dancing for seven years.
"I have been to numerous
competitions and competed
this past summer at The Ohio
Scottish Games and placed first
in the Scottish lilt and Seann
Triubbhas and second in the
Highland fling in my category. I
also attended a week-lon- g camp
at Oberlin College for Scottish
arts. The Ohio Scottish Arts
School has classes for fiddlers,
harpers, pipers and dancers."
Clare Mitchell '06
Major: Undecided
Dancing and competing for four
years outside of Wooster.
"At Wooster I have the opportu-nit- y
to continue pursuing my
dance interest. I have the privilege
of practicing with 10 other moti-
vated dancers twice a week, which
helps me to stay in condition for
summer competitions. I usually go
to about six competitions during
the summer and being able to
dance all year is crucial because as
of November, I'll be dancing at
the premiere level."
Maegan Nelson '06
Major: Undecided
Dancing since she was 10
years old.
"I love Scottish dance because
it is graceful and very athlet-
ic at the same time. Plus,
Scotland rocks!"
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Four students "dig" their summer adventures
Katie Berkshire
Features Editor
While some Wooster students
may have spent their summers
baby-sittin- g, interning or wait-
ing tables, four Wooster archae-
ology majors spent their summer
learning about different cultures
at different times and places.
Georlin Thorne '03
Thome spent five months in
Honduras on a program run by
Kenyon College. Four months
were spent entirely on excavation
and one month was spent on trav-
el and classes. "I was excavating
pre-colon- ial non-May- an struc-
tures. This program gave me
priceless knowledge," she said.
Thorne was in charge of her
own crew of workers and spent
Monday through Friday out in the i
" field from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. "The
days were long and hot, often
reaching to 100 degrees, but it
was worth it," Thorne said.
Her experience was very posi-
tive; she learned a lot, met many
new friends and saw beautiful
landscapes. "I made good
friends with the town residents
and participated in programs,"
said Thorne.
Thorne was also able to see
botanical gardens, a banana
plantation, beach towns and
Mayan ruins. She then spent itwo
and a half weeks in Guatemala
touring the ruins and towns.
Thorne is planning on return-
ing to Honduras in 2004 to do
more excavations.
i
Leslie McCIuskey '03
McCluskey journeyed out to
Arizona this past summer in order
to gain hands-o-n information for
her archaeology I.S., but found
herself in the midst of a disaster.
Thanks to a Gopeland grant and
the National Science Foundation's
Research Experience for
Undergraduates program, she
spent six weeks with 15 other stu-
dents in the small community of
Pinedale Arizona. She stayed at a
camp at a National Forest Service
work center. The field school col-
laborated largely with the White
Mountain Apache Tribe.
The research that McCluskey
did here is the basis for her I.S.,
and the program with which she
worked was an archaeological
field school offered by the
University ofArizona.
The goal of McCluskey 's
research was to find archaeologi-
cal sites in the Forestdale Valley
that lies on the Fort Apache Indian
Reservation. "Our non-destructi- ve
work was done both to help
the White Mountain Apache Tribe
identify cultural resources and to
add more information to the
Georlin Thorne '03 immerses herself
crew of workers in Honduras.
archaeological database for the
area," said McCluskey.
McCluskey's I.S. addresses a
specific cultural change for the
White Mountain Apache Tribe,
and the factors that influenced
this change. "My research con-
siders the possibilities of war-
fare and environmental decline,"
said McCluskey.
However, McCluskey's learn-
ing experience turned out to
involve much more than excava-
tion. Two and a half weeks into
her trip, the Rodeo fire (one of the
many destructive fires that burnt
out West this summer) began.
"We watched as the smoke clouds
rolled across the valley and, just a
day after the fire started, we were
evacuated to a relief shelter 50
miles away," said McCluskey.
When the fire spread and joined
with another, (creating the Rodeo-Chedis- ki
fire) McCluskey
said,"We couldn't do anything but
wait for the fire to pass because
we wouldn't be allowed back in
Pinedale until the blaze was
under control."
. McCluskey detailed the experi- -
ences at the disaster shelter.
"Three or- - more times a day the
evacuees would be gathered for a
briefing from a forest service rep-
resentative. A new line would be
drawn on the map to show us
where the fire front was. After the
briefing, families gathered around
the map to see if their homes
would be there when they got
back. Sometimes there were tears
and other times there was just
great relief."
McCluskey described what met
Photo by Georlin Thorne
in the excavation and instructs her
her when she at last returned to
Pinedale from the shelter. "The
scene in Pinedale was surreal. The
fire burned through our town in an
indiscriminate way. While the
firehouse burned, the post office
next door was left standing. There
were houses without garages and
garages without houses. The
ground was covered with ash,
char and fire retardants. It was
truly an alien landscape. In the
end, over 450,000 acres had
burned, including parts of the Fort
Apache Indian Reservation,
Apache-Sitgreav- es National
Forest and several rural towns in
east-centr- al Arizona. Our field
school owed a great debt of grati-
tude to the hundreds of firefight-
ers who saved our camp and so
many homes and to the Red Cross
who gave enormous resources to
make sure the needs of evacuees
were met."
McCluskey's enduring images .
of her experience are not what
most students bring back with
them from an off-camp-us study.
"While I may confuse my Salado
and Pinto Polychrome styles of
pottery, I will not forget the
smell of woodsmoke and how it
was inescapable. Nor will I for-
get the apocalyptic mid-afterno- on
sun that seemed to set the
sky on ablaze. The Rodeo-Chedis- ki
fire truly burned these
images in my mind."
David Massey '04
From June 1 to July 17, Massey
was in Cyprus at an archaeologi-
cal field school in Athienou
called the Athienou
Archaeological Project. This
school is sponsored by
Davidson College in North
Carolina and has been active
since 1990. Directing the dig
were Wooster Associate Professor
P. Nick Kardulias, a professor
from Davidson College and a
professor from Tufts University.
Sixteen undergrads from other
colleges and universities in the
U.S. were also a part of the
dig. This particular site was
called the Athienou-Mallour- a,
and the field school concentrated
on an open air Cyptro-Archaic-Rom- an
sanctuary.
Massey stayed in the village of
Athienou in a house with eight
other people. "On a typical day"
he said, "We would get up at
5:30 a.m., get breakfast and have
a van pick us up at 6 a.m. to go to
the site. By 6:30 a.m., it was
already 90 degrees, and we would
dig until 2 p.m. with several
breaks in between." The tempera-
tures soared up to 100 degrees
nearly every day.
Afterward, the soil that they
excavated would be sifted and
they would clean all of the recov-
ered pottery. They would also
record their results from the day,
such as what items and soil they
found and how deep they .dug.
After this, they would go to class
from 7 to 8 p.m. Sundays, how-
ever, were more relaxing. "We
went on field trips to important
landmarks and archaeological
sites, and then the day would
always end with a trip to a
beach," said Massey.
"My motivation for going was
because I thought it would be a
great opportunity to gain first-
hand field experience in the
Mediterranean, and plus it would
be fun to go somewhere outside
the U.S.," he said. "I had first
heard about it last year from
Emily Silberstein '03 and
Michael Ludwig '02. I went on a
dig in Colorado in 2001, but it
wasn't a field school just dig-
ging, no real learning involved
plus I didn't find anything. I
wanted to go to a field school
where I wouldn't just dig, but also
learn about the culture of the
area and have fun doing it."
Massey used this experience to
do research for his Junior I.S.
Massey said the program was
supported by the Athienou vil-
lagers. "A lot of interaction
between the local kids and us
occurred." They played soccer
with the local kids as well as
having water fights. Some local
teenagers even helped out with
the site.
"Everyone at the field school
found something," said Massey.
Some statue, bone, glass and
pottery fragments were found.
"The digging part was fun
because you never knew what
you would find, and you would
always find something."
"Overall I thought it was a
great experience. I really enjoyed
being on Cyprus, and I definitely
would go back," said Massey.
Joyce Stockins '03
Stockins went to Peru to do
research for her I.S. in June.
She stayed in a hotel in a town
about six hours from Lima on the
north coast of Peru, and did work
with the Earthwatch volunteer
network. She was one of two stu-
dents there, and the rest of the
participants were volunteers
from the U.S., India and Peru.
.. "Our group was focusing on
archaeo-astronom- y, studying a
fortress in a valley," said
Stockins. This fortress is an astro-- .
nomic observatory where one can
observe' the Summer and Winter
Solstice, and is called Chankillo.
"It was so much fun," said
Stockins. "Ivan Ghezzi the man
in charge of the excavation
treated me like I was in a field
school and offered me a job
whenever I want to go back."
She also became friends with
many other geologists there.
Arts & F.mtf.rta tmmf.nt
Upcoming
Concerts
Good Charlotte
1017
Metropol
Columbus, Ohio
Stone Temple Pilots
1017
Promo West Pavilion
Columbus, Ohio
Soledad Brothers
1019
Beachland Ballroom
& Tavern
Cleveland, Ohio
Elvis Costello
1019
A.J. Palumbo Center
Pittsburgh, Penn.
Counting Crows
1019
Kent State University
Kent, Ohio
The Rolling Stones
1020
Nationwide Arena
Columbus, Ohio
Violent Femmes
1022
Agora Theatre
Cleveland, Ohio
The Moody Blues
1022
' E.J. Thomas Hall
Cleveland, Ohio
Saves The Day
1023
Agora Theatre
Cleveland, Ohio
Beck
1024
Mershon Auditorium
Columbus, Ohio
Wilco
1024
I Agora Theatre
Cleveland, Ohio
J Compiled from
www.pollstar.com
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Go ahead,
Johansa Taylor
Staff Writer
This upcoming weekend, the
College will be celebrating its
annual Family Weekend. The
campus-wid- e event is expected to
be even better than it has been in
recent years because of improve-
ments to the schedule through
entertainment, sporting events and
interaction with the faculty.
Events that focus on interaction
with the faculty include numerous
campus tours, faculty recep-
tions, faculty presentations and
the President's reception for par-
ents and students. The
Underground will have a social
hour from 6 to 8 p.m. on Friday
with administration members,
faculty and staff in attendance.
Parents are also encouraged to
come and interact with the
College's faculty at Breakfast
with the Administration on
Saturday morning from 8:30 to
9:20 a.m. in Lowry. This will be
followed by an open forum with
senior members of the administra-
tion. A Scots Spirit tailgate lunch
with featured entertainment by
student musical groups and jug-
glers beginning at 11 a.m. and
ending at 1 p.m., directly before
the football game.
A reception for students and
their parents, to be held on the
President's lawn, will follow the
football game at 4 p.m. where the
Scot Pipe Band and Highland
Dancers will perform.
In addition to these activities,
an exhibition of photographs
taken in New York on Sept. 1 1 by
Abraham Menashe, entitled
"Union Square, A Harvest of
Grief and Hope," will be on dis-
play in Lowry Center all weekend.
The College's Student
Activities Board (SAB) is spon-
soring activities free of charge
during Family Weekend Although
there are no activities geared
specifically towards young chil-
dren, all events are G-rat- ed. On
Friday Ventriloquist Dan Horn
will perform at 8 p.m. in McGaw
Chapel. Horn has received the
International Ventriloquist of the
Year Award and has appeared on
such programs ' as' Fox's "Comic
let SAB entertain your family?
Strip Live," Showtime 's "Comedy
Club Network" and NBC's
"Bloopers and Practical Jokes."
His appearance is followed on
Saturday with performances by
the College's own comedy act,
Don't Throw Shoes and comedy
hypnotist Dale K. This perform-
ance will also begin at 8 p.m. Dale
K. has performed with such come-
dians as Weird Al and Carrot Top
and was the recipient of Campus
Activities Today's Best Performing
Artist Award for 2001.
Numerous sporting events will
also take place on Saturday,
including Women's Volleyball at
10 am, 1 pm and 3 pm and
Women's Soccer at 12 p.m. And
the Women's Cross Country team
is hosting an invitational at 11
a.m. Men's Soccer will begin
2:30 p.m. and the traditional
football game, this year against
Case Western Reserve University
will begin at 1 p.m.
The College has implemented
many changes into Family
Weekend this year. Last year, it
was held in mid-Octob- er, but this
year late September had to suf-
fice. Because Family Weekend
has traditionally been held on a
weekend with a home football
game, and Homecoming is allot-
ted for one of the weekends, the
date changes every year. Another
change this year is the fact that
there is no musical concert, cho-
rus or instrumental group per-
forming on Family Weekend
because it is scheduled so early.
, This was the first year for
ipre-registrati- on and pre-pay-me- nt
of meal tickets and foot-
ball tickets. There was also a
student art contest for the
cover of the information packet
that was sent to all families this
summer The piece that won this
year, "Spirit," and was submitted
by Whitney Jackson '04. The
entries for the contest will
be on display in Lowry all
weekend. The Breakfast with
the Administration, the Open
Forum and Scots Spirit Tailgate
Luncheon are also all new
additions to the schedule. This
weekend is sure to be the best yet.
Come out with your family and
' enjoy all of the festivities. '
Editors: Kara Barney Eliza Cramer
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Comedy hypnotist Dale K. will perform this Saturday at 8 p.m. in
McGaw Chapel Wooster 's own comedy troupe Don 't Throw Shoes will
be the opening act. The two performances are just a few of the many
activates planned this weekend for the annual Family Weekend.
Tour a "conspiracy 99?
"Plea for Peace" Tour
Agora Theatre
Cleveland
Sept. 19, 2002
Andrew Waldman
Viewpoints Editor
For several years, Sub City
Records has been sponsoring ben-
efit tours to raise money for a
variety of charities. This year. Sub
City teamed up with Asian Man
Records and set up the second
"Plea For PeaceTake Action"
Tour and sponsored the Suicide
Hotline, an organization that
counsels suicidal teenagers.
Though the lineup was some-
what weak for this year's bill, the
high points of the show were
worth the lower ones. I attended
the Cleveland leg of the tour,
which stopped at the historical
Agora Theater. Though I arrived a
little late, I was still able to catch
8
the end of Lawrence Arms, a pop-pun- k
outfit that performed some
interestingly emotional ballads.
Even though I couldn't really deci-
pher the words as a result of a
poor sound system, they
sounded alright.
The next group up was
Common Rider, Jessie Michaels'
newest band. Michaels was
once the lead singer of late
80s punk legends Operation Ivy,
but I was personally disappoint-
ed, that Michaels refused to
play the old stuff.
"We're not going to play those
songs tonight," said Michael.
"Unless we have the original
lineup, we won't play those
songs. The ideas of that band
still live, and we continue to
believe in them."
Okay, well, Michaels was about
as cryptic as his band was talent-
ed. Common Rider laid down a
continued on page 9.
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C.O.W. students sound offabout Party on
Angel Pappalardo
Staff Writer
Even though there were mixed
reactions among students to last
,, Friday's Party on the Green
(POG), the Student Activities
Board (SAB) and Amy Poston
'02. PCX chairperson, thought the
night was a success.
"I thought the crowd was
great," said SAB president
Emily Shellhouse '02, "They
took a little while to warm up to
the music, but then they started
getting into it. We had a great
crowd over 1,000 people
which is phenomenal for the size
of our campus. Everyone
appeared to enjoy themselves."
SAB successfully implemented
a few new changes to POG this
year to make it more appeal-
ing to students. For instance,
this is the first year that POG
hosted three bands. The tent
was set up differently so that the
sides were open, mocktails were
served and the crew was also
more noticeable and readily
Beginning Friday at
Cinemctrk
Movies 10
The Barber Shop (PG-1- 3) (1:45) 5:00, 7:30, 10:00
Ballistic (R) (1:05,3:05)5:20,7:55,10:15
The Four Feathers (PG-1- 3) (1:25) 4:10, 7:00, 9:55
Trapped (PG-1- 3)
Banger Sisters (R)
One Hour Photo (R)
Stealing Harvard (PG-1- 3)
Swim Fan (PG-1- 3)
City by the Sea (R)
Signs (PG-1- 3)
available since all the members
were wearing green t-sh- irts.
Wooster's own Good Man
Down opened the show at POG,
but unfortunately crowd atten--
dance HBMMMMMMMMMiMBMMmbbhm
was low thought
fheif
set RedWantingBiue was
and their better than Naughty by
playing Nature," said Leightime was ...
extreme- - HutChlSOP '03.
ly limit
ed. 'I originally heard Good
Man Down at Battle of the Bands
and was excited to hear them
again at POG, but they only got
to play four songs," said Greg
Dallinger '05.
Oval Opus, who played at last
year's Spring Fest, followed Good
Man Down and had a slightly
larger crowd. "We booked Oval
Opus again because we thought
they went over very well last
spring and it allowed people who
really enjoyed them before to see
them again, and at least allow
some people to have heard of a
(1:35)4:20,7:15.9:45
(1:00, 3:10) 5:20, 7:45, 10:20
(1:30) 4:35, 7:05, 9:30
(1:15, 3:25) 5:30, 7:35. 9:40
(1:10, 3:20) 5:35. 7:40, 10:10
(1:20)4:40.7:20,10:10
(1:40)4:45.7:25,10:05
.
- ( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
No PassesEvening Classic Supersavers
Corning Soon: Tuxedo and Sweet Home Alabama
All shows before 5 p.m. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 p.m. $6
First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call (330) 345-875- 5
. .
band that was coming," said Poston.
The reaction of the crowd was
also optimistic. "Oval Opus was
awesome and I would definitely
like to see them come back again,"
said David Orr '06.
While the
headlining band,
RedWantingBlue,
was not particularly
well-know- n on cam-
pus, it certainly did
not deter students at
POG from having a
good time. "I really liked the
'Blister in the Sun' and 'Paradise
City' covers because the crowd
got going when they heard songs
they knew," said Emily Morse
'05. "I thought they were better
than Naughty by Nature," said
Leigh Hutchison '03, "It was a
more laid back and casual
Mixed bands: mixed
continued from page 8.
few catchy tracks that didn't
really provide much energy
the stuff sounded like an
old, watered down version
of Op-Iv- y.
After Common ... Rider, The
(International) Noise Conspiracy
stormed the stage. The Conspiracy,
a Swedish group headed up by
former Refused frontman Dennis
Lyxzen, plays a mix of mod and
the newly created "garage rock"
genre that the Hives, Vines and
Strokes frequent. The similarity
ends there; the Conspiracy
charges their melodies with an
underlying message of revolution.
What kind of revolution? Lyxzen
doesn't seem to care.
"Any kind of revolution is bet-
ter than none," Lyxzen said. "We
want revolution because it's
more fun."
Lyxzen and his comrades dress
in uniform on stage, complete
with armbands and matching
Chuck Taylor Converse sneakers.
From the minute they opened, the
blood ran through my arteries a bit
faster. The Conspiracy played
tighter and better than any band
on the tour, covering material
from their newest album "New
Morning, Changing Weather."
environment and the band was
much more respectful." The
enthusiasm goes both ways
both Oval Opus and
RedWantingBlue have both
reported to have really enjoyed
Wooster, and would love to come
back in the future.
However, not all students were
as enthusiastic about this year's
POG. "It wasn't quite up to
Naughty by Nature standard, and I
think a lot of people were disap-
pointed because there were
rumors about OAR and
Hoobastank coming but we just
ended up with a band that wasn't
well known," said Ross Nickel
'05. According to Poston, SAB
originally tried to book OAR
and actually came quite close
until they joined the Jeep tour
with Sheryl Crow and their
The Conspiracy lit up the stage
with "Up For Sale," a song about
the state of capitalist society in
contemporary times. Throughout
the track Lyxzen impressed me
with his Mick Jagger-lik- e moves
on stage, and the rest of the show
Lyxzen threw mmmmmmmmmmmamm
his micro- - "Anv kind of revolution
5TS Z is better than none"
much spazzed said Lyxzen of The
out without (international) Noise
end. Even if ,
the crowd Conspiracy.
didn't enjoy
the music, they surely should
have been pleased with
Lyxzen's moves.
The band's hit "Smash it Up"
was its usual energetic cut.
"Capitalism Stole My Virginity,"
billed as Sweden's worst song
about freedom, might have fooled
me the track played live was
more intense than anything that I
had heard in many months.
After the extremely potent
show by the Conspiracy, their
foil, Anti-Fla- g took the stage.
I wasn't the biggest A-- F fan
from the start, and the show
solidified my dislike even
more. There's just something
about whiny, uneducated political
punk rockers that look like they're
9
the Green
booking price increased to over
$20,000, which was over the
College's budget.
"Because of the rising costs, wc
booked bands that we thought
would go over very well on cam-
pus even if they weren't as well
known. What a lot of people don't
realize is that except for the past
two years, POG hasn't been a
place for big name bands but is
instead just an outlet for the cam-
pus to have a fun night in a differ-
ent venue," said Poston. However,
many students have come to
expect big names for POG, since
SAB brought Naughty by Nature
and Blessed Union of Souls to
campus in the past.
Despite these complaints, "SAB
is very happy with the success of
POG, and we can't wait to do it
again next year." said Shellhouse.
emotions
straight off the back of Clash
album that turns me. I endured the
loud, unbalanced and shrill sound
of the band until they exited for
the evening.
The headlining act of the night
was the Bouncing Souls, the 15- -
year-ol- d New
Jersey street
punk band.
The Souls
were their
usual selves,
providing a
very recep- -
- tive crowd
with all their favorite tunes.
"Hopeless Romantic' capped the
night off for me personally, but
the Souls made sure to play all the
classic tunes that made them the
staple band they are today.
By the end of the night, all the
bands, with the exception of the
Conspiracy, were on stage cover-
ing Bouncing Souls songs.
Even though I thought there
were several low points
throughout the entire evening,
the "Plea for Peace" tour was a
success once again. And hope-
fully, next year's lineup will
be even stronger, so the experi-
ence will be more meaningful
for the audience and the chari-ties.lhe- y
are. supporting
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busy, schedules to call Wooster students and ask basic sports
as. Here is what we found out
;n Ford '0-- 5 seemed to know about local teams when she
named three current Cleveland Indian players along with some of the
actors that appeared in the movie "Major League." When asked to
name a football team in the NFC South, she replied with the N.Y.
Giants. Well Megan, that was a pretty damn good guess, (3 out of 13
Troyer House guys also could not come up with a correct answer) but
they actually play in the NFC East
Clinton Braganza '03 struggled with our trivia questions. When we
asked him to name a football team that plays in the NFC, he replied,
"NFC, never heard of it" When it came to the Cleveland Indians, he
told us that Jim Thome and Sammy Sosa were his favorite Indians.
Sorry Clinton, Sosa has been a Cub his whole career, but that just goes
to show how much baseball interest has faded in the past 3-- 4 years.
Clinton also believes that the Iieisraan Trophy is "a horse thing"
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"I was treated bad.'9
MriNESOTA Viking wideolt Randy Moss to
reporters, after he was arrested for pushing a
female traffic officer a half a block with his car
From ESPN.com
See, 27
Men's soccer blows out Muskies
Erik Smith
Staff Writer
A 6-- 0 blowout against
Muskingum College gave the
Fighting Scot men's soccer team
its best start in school history. The
win lifted their record to 9-0- -1 for
the season. In 1990, the Scots
started with an 8-0- -1, record, the
previous best start, and ended up
making the NCAA tournament.
With the remainder of the games
this season being in conference,
V'ball majestic in three matches
Erik Shilling
Staff Writer
The Scot women's volleyball
team continued their solid season
with three strong performances
in divisional and non-conferen- ce
action.
Wooster opened league play for
the season Saturday, meeting con-
ference doormat Ohio Wesley an
and a better-than-avera- ge Hiram
squad at Timken Gymnasium.
In the first of two match-
es in the tri-mat- ch, Wooster
dominated a winless Ohio
Wesleyan in three matches,
winning 30-2- 4, 30-2- 4, and 30-1- 8.
Wooster simply overpow-
ered an undersized Battling
Bishop lineup.
"We completely dominated
Wesleyan," said Becky Rohlfs '05.
After a short break during the
Hiram-Wesley- an match,
Wooster took on the 9-- 6 Hiram
Terriers, who had just complet-
ed an unfriendly, hard-foug- ht
game over Wesleyan. The
Fighting Scots sputtered though
versus the Terriers--, losing the
first two games of the match by
a combined 10 points and final-
ly splitting the last two en route
to their first loss of the day.
"We just fell into loops in the
Hiram match; our downs were
more than out ups." Rohlfs added.
In spite of their mixed suc-
cess, the Scots did collect sev-
eral strong individual perform-
ances. Tiffany Rice '06 had 1 8
kills total, - -- while.-, fellow
front-line- rs Erin Donnell '03,
Liz Lucarelli '05, Kathy
.PQweil.'.0Aand. Katie, Marcov
and a 1- -0 record in conference
play so far, the Scots find them-
selves in a good position to make
a run at the tournament.
On Sept. 21, the Scots faced
Allegheny College in the confer-
ence opener. Brian Conaway '06
got the scoring underway in the
17th minute of the game.
Conaway scored off a pass from
Tyler Bosch 06 to make the lead
1-- 0. Both defenses held until the
beginning of the second half,
'06 had 17, 13, 13, and 12
kills, respectively.
On the defensive end,
Marco had 7 total blocks
and Powell and Mary-Kat- e
Fowkes '06 had 28 and 26
digs, in that order.
Next, the Scots challenged the
John Carroll University Blue Streaks.
The Blue Streaks have an
astounding 14-- 0 edge in the all-ti- me
series versus Wooster, yet
the Scots appeared to be the
superior team through three
games of play in Tuesday's
match at Timken Gymnasium.
Winning games two and three by
a combined 8 points, the Scots
looked poised to win for the
'4
I rir 7
Katie Marol"06 soars iibove. tiie competition.
when Andy Rugaiganisa '04
scored off of a nice move to beat '
the goalie. Adam Milligan '05
assisted Rugaiganisa, and the
Scots had a comfortable lead. In
the 76th minute, however,
Allegheny scored on a penalty
kick to cut the lead to one. The
defense and goalie David
Treleven '06 held from there, and
the game ended with Wooster on
See "Men's soccer" pg. 11.
first time in the series.
However, John Carroll chose
to entertain them no longer,
winning the final two
games in timely fashion.
"They have a tall front line, yet
I thought we were going to beat
them this year," Donnell said.
"But we came close. They're
going to suck next year."
Next week the Scots have a
four game home stand, chal-
lenging visiting Bluffton
College at Timken Gymnasium
and hosting a conference
Quadrangular. The quadrangular
features teams from Point Park
College, Bethany College, and
Oberlin College.
11
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Women 's
Jameson Muth
i Staff Writer
,Last Wednesday, the Scots
improved their winning record to
6-0-
-2 as they took on Perm State
Erie. Once again the power of the
Wooster offense shone, as Nicole
DeSantis '03 began the day with a
goal off of a Bethany Reiner '04
assist during the 11th minute.
Although the women beat down
on the Behrend Lions' keeper for
the rest of the first half, no shot
would slip through.
The second half, however,
began with a bang. Christine Van
der Wyden '04 scored her second
goal of the season, with a little
help from Jen Jones '06 on the
assist. By this time, the Lions'
defense had been completely bro-
ken down by the unstoppable
offense of Wooster. Just over a
minute after Jones assisted
VanderWyden, she gave another
scoring pass, this time to Danielle
Witchey '06, making the score 3--
0 in favor of the Scots. But
Witchey had one more goal up her
sleeve, scoring again only 3:30
later. This time, the assist came
from a cross from Reiner, with her
second of the day. Of course,
this game was not won by the
offense alone.
"We have a lot of speed on the
front line and on the outside mid-fiel- d.
Our center mids have good
control and possession with the
ball which makes it easy to dis-
tribute to the quicker players,"
said Witchey of the Scots' stellar
offense. "It also helps that we are '
pretty strong in the air and win a
lot of 5050 balls."
As usual, keeper Nicole Roman
'03 led the impenetrable defense,
and posted her third shutout of the
season, and preserving the team's
undefeated record of 6-0--2, with a
final score of 4-- 0.
Unfortunately, it couldn't have
lasted forever. The women's soc-
cer team suffered its first loss of
average of 1.56 points per game.
This is especially impressive con-
sidering that Conaway is a first-yea- r.
His play has been a big part
of the team's unbeaten record.
Milligan is seventh in the confer-
ence in scoring thus far, averaging
1
.29 points per game, i
Treleven is no. 1 in goals
against average, with an average
of 0.57. Treleven has played great
in goal this year, but credit should
also be given to the defense. In
many matches the opposition has
been limited to two or three
shots on goal because of the
Men's soccer off to best start in
continued from page 10.
top 2-- 1. Treleven recorded five
saves to earn another victory, and
has officially been named the
starting goalie after sharing time
earlier in the season.
The Scots defeated Muskingum
on Sept. 24, and set a new school
record with a 12 match unbeaten
streak dating back to last year.
The school had gone II straight
without a loss twice before. This
week the NCAC released the indi-
vidual statistics for the
Conference. Conaway is third in
scoring in the NCAC with an
soccer lookin 9fine
the season in their NCAC opener
against the number one national-
ly ranked team Ohio
Wesleyan University.
The Scots were unable to halt
the scoring attack of the explosive
Bishop offense, who outshot
Wooster a whopping 18 to 3. The
OWU defense was able to keep
the Wooster offense at bay, leav-
ing scoring threats Beth
Hemminger '03 and Amanda
Coppes '06 with a single shot
each, as well as Lindsey Zella '03.
Though the going was tough,
Roman had 12 saves, keeping the
Scots in this tough match up.
The team fell 2-- 0 to the top-rank- ed
OWU, leaving Wooster
now 6-1-- 2.
"It was a 90 minute battle,"
Coppes said of the loss. "Our
girls never stopped working until
the end of the game. We've got a
little ways to go, but the next
time we play them, we're coming
out on top."
school history
defense's play.
Wooster is tied for first place in
the NCAC with Ohio Wesleyan,
and is ranked fourth in this week's
NCAA Division III Great Lakes
Region. On Saturday, Sept. 28, at
2:30 p.m., the Scots will host
Wabash College. The rest of
Wooster's games will be in -c- onference,
and they will need to
keep pace with Ohio Wesleyan if
they want to contend for the con-
ference championship. The
Scots hope to improve on last
year's disappointing confer-
ence record of 4-- 5.
Fraternities Sororities
Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,00- 0 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works: Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-323- 8, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
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Jennifer Bongiovanni '03 chases
Scots defeat Kenyon
Todd Worly
Sports Editor
The Scot field hockey team
traveled to Gambier on Sept. 19,
' looking to bounce back from what
could be called an ugly win over
Earl ham several days before.
However, Kenyon proved to be no
pushover, as Wooster was taken to
overtime for the second straight
game before finally finishing off
the team with a 3-- 2 win, thanks in
large part to a huge day from
Ashley Arnold '05.
Defender Kelley Hubbell '05
continued her red-h- ot scoring
streak with a first-ha- lf goal assist-
ed by Ashley Hecker '05 and
Lindsey Boardman '03. Kenyon
responded with a goal of its own
to tie the game going into the half-tim- e
break.
The Scots answered though, as
Arnold scored an unassisted goal
to put Wooster in the driver's seat,; ,
Kenyon refused to give up, tying
the game with a goal late in the
second half to force the extra ses-
sion. However, great teams
always find a way to win, and
Arnold helped the Scots destroy
Kenyon's bid at an upset with her
second goal of the day.
It was the same old story for the
Scots, as they once again domi-
nated play but couldn't convert on
Photo by Jeremy Hohlrtz
down the ball.
enough opportunites to put the
game away. Wooster outshot
Kenyon 23-1- 0 on the day. Goalie
Beth Skelton '05 made six saves,
while Kenyon's goalie had to
make 15.
Wooster took its undefeated
conference record into Saturday's
home showdown with fellow con-
ference power Denison. Again
the Scots outplayed their oppo-
nent, but this time their failure to
convert shots into goals came
back to haunt them, as the Big
Red came away with a 1- -0 victo-
ry. Not only did the loss end
Wooster's four-gam- e winning
streak, but it also ended its 14
game North Coast Athlen.
Conference winning streak.
The game was scoreless after j
half of play, until Denison scou v:
the winner with 13:15 left li-
the game.
Wooster (4-- 2. 3-- 1) outsh. i
Denison 10-- 6 and outcorneu-- u
them 8-- 4, but Denison thrived cti
Wooster's inability to put the bis-
cuit in the basket. Skelton made
four saves on the day, compared
to the seven saves made by the
Big Red goalie.
On Wednesday Wooster defeat-
ed Washington and Jefferson by
the score of 5-- 1. The Scots travel
next to Richmond, IN to take on
Earlham Saturday afternoon.
Sports 12
Editors: Ben Mitchell & Todd Worly
Football defeats Bethany, Sutton leads the way
Tony Sutton rushes for 171 yards as Scots put up 38 points in first half versus the Bison
Bex Mitchell
Sports Editor
The Scot football team turned
an impressive performance last
Saturday as they defeated
Bethany College 38-2- 8. Tony
Sutton "05, a transfer from the
University of Findlay. had a daz-
zling performance as he rushed
for 171 yards and two touchdowns
on 1 1 carries. Sutton also caught a
touchdown, as he took a screen
pass 77 yards for a score.
"Tony Sutton is a very talented
player," said head coach Mike
Schmitz. "He's a great playmaker,
and at the same time he's very
much, a team player. His team-
mates deserve just as much of the
credit for his performance."
"The offensive line gave me
good holes," said Sutton. "I
think we really played as a
team, and everyone did what
they had to do."
After three quarters the Scots
led 38-- 6, however, Bethany was
able to make the score more
respectable in the fourth quar-
ter as they rattled 22 unan-
swered points against the
Wooster reserves.
After a scoreless first quarter,
Wooster strung together 21 unan-
swered points in the second quar-
ter. Jeff Spraggins '03 connected
with Tim.SIovensky '03 for a 48-ya- rd
touchdown pass to begin the
scoring. Three minutes later, with
the Scots facing a third down,
Sutton made the most exciting
play of the game as he took a
screen pass 77 yards for a touch-
down, making the score 14-- 0.
This marked the longest pass play
since 1990 for Wooster, when they
scored on a 91 --yard pass play.
The defense held the Bison to a
three-and-o- ut and on the ensuing
--
. Football
Sept. vs. CWRU
Cross Country
Sept. 28 Wooster
Invite
drive it was Sutton who again
would lead the way. After taking
the ball to the Bethany seven-yar- d
line on a 32 yard run, the Scots
gave it to Sutton again and he took
it in for his second touchdown of
the game. Wooster went to half-tim- e
with an imposing 21-- 0 lead
over the Bison.
The Scots continued to control
the game in the third quarter as
they took their opening drive
down the field for another touch-
down. This score was highlighted
by a 48-ya- rd pass from Spraggins
to Matt Ralls '04. This set up a 20-ya- rd
pass from Spraggins to
Slovensky for his second touch-dow- n
reception of the day, giving
Wooster a 28-- 0 lead.
Bethany was able to get on
the board on their ensuing
drive, as their quarterback ran
for a touchdown from seven
yards out, however, extra
point attempt was blocked.
Sutton provided yet another
crowd-pleasin- g run as he
answered the Bison touchdown
with a 63-ya- rd touchdown run,
and with seven minutes left in the
third quarter the score was 35-- 6 in
favor of the Scots. Richie
McNally '05 connected on a 37-ya- rd
field goal with two minutes
left in the third, to give Wooster a
32 point lead going into the
fourth quarter.
With most of the starters out for
the Scots, the Bison put together a
fourth quarter run, scoring 22
unanswered points. After two
touchdowns, and converting two
two-poi- nt conversions Bethany
was down 22-3- 8 with six minutes
left in the game.
"We got a little conservative on
offense, and left our defense on
the field too much in the fourth
quarter," said Schmitz. "There are
Volleyball
Sept. 28 vs. Point Park
Bethany
Oberlin
Oct. 2 at Kenyon
definitely a lot of things that we
can learn from this game."
"They're a smart team," said
Drew Fay '03. "They have some
playmakers, and I think they
started to figure some things
out at the end."
The Bison scored their final
touchdown with 25 seconds left in
the game. After fumbling the
ensuing two-poi- nt conversion
attempt, the game ended with a
deceptively close score of 38-2- 8.
"It is a little upsetting to have
them comeback like that," said
Sutton. "I think we lost our focus
and didn't keep up the intensity
that we had."
Overall, Sutton turned in 298
all-purpo- se yards, and ran back
three kickoffs for 50 yards.
Spraggins finished 8-of- -15 for 245
yards and three touchdowns.
Slovensky led the receiving corps
with two receptions, both touch-
down catches, for 68 yards.
Defensively, Nick Hajjar '03
led the way with 10 solo tackles.
Wooster sacked the Bison quarter-
back five times, with Fay '03
having three. Fay also had
three tackles for a loss, total-
ing negative 20 yards.
This Saturday the Scots wrap
up their non-conferen- ce schedule,
when they take on Case Western
Reserve at Papp Stadium. The
Spartans are playing Wooster
for the first time since 1998
when both teams were members
of the North Coast Athletic
Conference. While Wooster
remains a member of the NCAC,
Case Western is now part of the
University Athletic Association.
The 77-ga- me series between the
two Ohio rivals is tied as the
sixth-longe- st in Division III
schools in the state. The Spartans
lead the all-ti- me series with a 40--
Men's Soccer
Sept. 28 vs. Wabash
Oct.1 at Hiram
I k 4 i! U1 9"
Drew Gittus '04 devastates a Bethany player.
30--7 record against Wooster.
"They pose a strong challenge
for us," said Schmitz. "They
have a strong running game
and are very solid and aggressive
on defense."
Case Western is 2-- 0, having
easily defeated two other NCAC
teams. In their first game they
routed Oberlin College by the
score of 37-1- 1. They then fol-
lowed up that with dominating
game against Denison, in which
they beat the Big Red 42-1- 3:
However, neither Oberlin or
Women's Soccer
Sept. 28 vs: Oberlin
Oct. 1 at Denison
TV
Photo by Pamela Miller
Denison should be considered
much of a test, as the two teams
have a combined record of 0-- 5.
The match-u- p pits a pair of
offenses that have been very
effective early . on. Wooster is
'averaging 384 yards per game,
while Case Western put up 1249
total yards of offense in their first
two games.
"They have a very talented tail-
back," said Case Western's Fay.
"Defensively we just need to focus
on pursuing to the ball, and getting
a lot of hats on the ball carrier."
Field Hockey
Sept. 28 at Earlham
Oct. 1 at Oberlin
Oct. 4 at Wittenberg
